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Transport Conference
Energises Debate on Future
of Rush Hour
European Drivers spend almost a third of
their entire time behind the wheel in city
centres looking for one of the 13.8 million
parking spaces that take up huge amounts of
valuable urban space, a major international
conference on transport was told in Cork,
Ireland.
The conference, Cork Transport Alternatives
2022, was held in Cork City in Ireland on the
4th of April 2014. This was organised by the
South West Regional Authority through their
BATTERIE project along with Energy Cork, the
energy sector cluster for the Cork Region.
Delegates were told that traffic congestion
alone is responsible for a loss of 2% annually
in GDP across Europe.
“And the damage is not just economic twenty per cent of all Greenhouse Gas emissions are from transport. These are the key
challenges facing all cities in the EU,” Mr
António Monteiro of BATTERIE and the Portuguese think-tank INTELI told the conference.

how they plan to develop the infrastructure
to promote more sustainable means of transport through new rail links, restructured road
networks to prioritise cycling and public
transport and Information Communications
Technology to enhance traffic management.
The event discussed a broad range of transport planning & policy issues, as well as innovations in vehicle technology, smart transport apps, public transport and sustainability
measures in the sector.
Bord Gáis Networks Head of Strategic Development for CNG vehicles Dan Fitzpatrick revealed how Cork was the base for the
group’s development in that space: “Up to
5% of the commercial truck market and 10%
of the public bus market will be operating
Natural Gas Vehicles by 2024”, he predicted.
The organisers of the conference which attracted over 200 delegates stated: “The success of this transport conference is due
mainly to the quality of the local, national
and international speakers who have shared
their time and expertise here with us. The
positioning of Cork as a future sustainable
transport hub can only be helped by today’s
conference.”

The conference heard from a range of national and international speakers how technology, both in information and sustainable
energy sources, is the key to forging the
Smart Cities of the future.
“Centralised transport management systems
that integrate public and private transport
are the key to efficient and sustainable cities,” said National Transport Authority Chief
Executive Gerry Murphy. Turning specifically
to Ireland he cited the Leap Card that generates integrated ticketing as an example of
what can and will be achieved through technology and innovation.
And Cork City Council, Cork County Council
and the National Roads Authority showed

Terry Waugh - Action Renewables
Cork Transport Alternatives 2022, Cork
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BATTERIE
EV Pilot journey by BATTERIE
(Larne - Cork)
They dubbed it “the almost impossible journey”. A team
from Belfast-based Action Renewables set out from Larne,
Co Antrim, to a conference in Cork on renewable energy.
In what sounds like a new kind of road movie, Team BATTERIE took 14 hours to get from Larne to Cork in a Nissan
Leaf EV. The trek is believed to be the longest journey undertaken in Ireland by electric car thus far. The team, including Jonathan Buick, project manager at Action Renewables,
was attending the Energy Cork Transport Alternatives 2022
conference in the Clarion Hotel on April 4 setting off from
Larne on April 2. With a 30-minute charge typically allowing
for 130km on the road, the car was charged four times before it reached Dublin — in Belfast, Newry, and then on both
Apple Green stops on the M1 south of the border.
The car was also charged in Dublin and at Junction 14 on the
M7 in Kildare. Ironically, while the electric vehicle made the
journey almost impeccably, it was the support car which
came along as a back up that had the issues. The support
car, an Audi, on leaving Thurles, hit a pothole and got a

puncture. But the pothole
was so big that it actually
dislodged the passenger
seat belt as well. So while
the Nissan Leaf continued
on its’ journey, the Audi
had an hour of repair work
before it could get back on
the road…
The Nissan had a slow
charge in Thurles for two
hours and then on to to Cahir and the next fast-charge point
before finally hitting Cork, 14 hours after setting off. “The
technology will continue to develop for the charging,” Jonathan said. The journey from North to South may not have
been quick, but it was cheap — costing nothing.
And as for the return journey? A cool nine hours. It was
faster on the way home because of greater familiarity with
the charging process and how to actually drive the car more
efficiently.

John Harrison (SWC) charging the Nissan Leaf
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EV Pilot journey by BATTERIE
(Broekhuizenvorst - Skabu)
In December 2013 Harm (EASN, partner in BATTERIE) and his
wife Inge bought a Nissan Leaf, mostly for daily use to the
office, school and the supermarket. They also wanted to be
able to drive to their parents without problems, and they
live about 60 kilometres from Harm and Inge’s home.
Any longer distances they planned to drive with their other
diesel car... However, in less than 3 months, they had already driven over 8500 kilometres with hardly any real need
to take the diesel car instead.
In early February Harm and Inge got the idea to travel to
Norway with the Nissan Leaf. The final destination would be
the tiny village of Skabu in the low mountains of Oppland, a
place about 90 kilometres north of Lillehammer. They estimated that travelling in Norway would not be a major issue,
as charging network is well developed. But to go to Norway,
you have to travel through Germany first. And that could be
a problem... So detailed planning beforehand would be
needed and Harm and Inge already expected that they
would need a bit more travel time.
After searching and calling for several hours they estimated
that is was possible to make the trip.
But have you ever tried to put 2 adults, 3 growing up children, their luggage and skiing equipment into a Nissan Leaf?
It is a puzzle and not only that, they had to consider very
seriously what to bring and what not to bring. Not only because of the space required but that each extra piece of luggage meant that they would use more electricity.
The route they took was over 1500 km for a single trip.

Keeping in mind that the low temperature, the high weight of
the car and the 80% charge during a quick charge, meant that
the range was as low as 100km and a lot of stops had to be
made. The family Weken has experienced all types of chargers, some at Nissan dealerships, others on the highway and at
small shopping centres. Some were fast, other were slow
chargers. Also a lot of different operating systems were found
along the way.
After travelling for almost three days, the family Weken made
it to Skabu, Normay. Looking back on their journey most of it
went smoothly and according to the plan. Only the unreliable
fast chargers in Germany were making the journey a bit
harder. For a more detailed description of the journey, and
other EV experiences, please visit the blog of the Weken family: http://hweken.wordpress.com/.
Like the journey made by Action Renewables and SWC from
Belfast to Cork, the way back was a lot easier. When it has
been experienced once, and you know how and where you
are able to charge, the trip is a lot quicker and a lot less
stressful.

Charge stops along the way from The Netherlands to Norway
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Intermodal Bike
Since the seventies people have used compact, foldable
bikes. Particularly though, in recent years, these type of
bikes have gained popularity. But the applied technology
has not been sufficient enough to match to the ‘vision’. The
currently available models are not fulfilling the users needs.
The weight and the volume have only slightly improved over
the last thirty years.
BIKE INTERMODAL is focussing on these two parameters
(weight and volume). They are trying to significantly improve on these parameters and possibly expand the number
of people using the INTERMODAL BIKE.
The aim to halve the weight of the bike will also make it
more appealing to women, for which the current weight is
above the pain line. Of course it will help men too.
At BIKE INTERMODAL they are also trying to cut the volume
down to briefcase size, so it is easy to store it during travelling. Current models often have a suitcase size, and this is a
serious threat if more people travelling by public transport
takes them on board.
For more information please visit the website:
http://www.bike-intermodal.eu/

Intermodal Bike

Soft Mobility in the City of Torres Vedras with the AGOSTINHAS
Among other measures, the City of Torres Vedras’s Municipal Mobility Strategy includes measures directed
towards the promotion of Soft Mobility. In operation
since June 2013, bicycles from bike sharing scheme
"Agostinhas" are powered by renewable energy. This
service, provided to the population, includes 290 public
bicycles, 30 of which are electric and 11 bike stations
distributed throughout the city of Torres Vedras in
Oeste-Portugal region. Additionally, parking is available
in another 27 locations distributed among the most frequented locations, near the main areas of commerce
and services in the city. "Agostinhas" are available every
day of the week between 8h and 20h to anyone 14
years or older and for a maximum time of 4 hours of
continuous use: after these four hours the bicycle must
be returned to any bike station. The use of the bicycle
depends on prior registration for membership that is
carried out by filling in an appropriate form. Additionally, a payment of 10 € / year for insurance is required.
Bike station in Torres Vedras
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The system is unique and innovative in Portugal. With a
charge time of 3 to 4 hours, the electric bikes are charged
directly when placed in the docking station. In case of grid
power failure, photovoltaic cells supply energy to the system. Currently the total number of registered users is 1231.
The system averages 1300 uses per month. The initiative’s
main benefits are: a significant reduction of pollutant gases
in urban areas, reduction in noise levels in the city, the freeing up of public space for other uses, as well as the promotion of inter modality between various urban transport
modes. Total investment amounted to €350,000, with EU co
-financing reaching 70 %.

Charging Infrastructure in Rural Areas
In the Province of Limburg the uptake of electric vehicles is high, even compared to Dutch standards. The growth of the number of charging points is currently running behind. This is one of the reasons why EASN is supporting/
managing an interesting project about the implementation of electric mobility
by focussing on the charging infrastructure in this rural area.

EASN is working on optimising the charging infrastructure, by supporting the
Province of Limburg and local municipalities in the development of their EV
charging infrastructure strategy. Certain
areas are identified as ideal locations for
successful charging points by looking at
statistics of operational charging points
and by a research on socio demographic
profiles in the region. The gaps have
been identified and new charging locations are determined. Currently EASN
and FIER are coordinating the cooperation between governmental parties and
other stakeholders in the next phase of
implementing the charging infrastructure
in these locations.

GAP analyses in the city of Maastricht
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BATTERIE - BETTER ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORT TO ENCOURAGE ROBUST INTERMODAL ENTERPRISE
THE PARTNERSHIP
Action Renewables
Block C Unit 1, Boucher
Business Studios, Belfast
Northern Ireland, BT12 6QH
Phone: 0044 2890 727763
Fax: 0044 2890 234464
E-mail:
terry.waugh@actionrenewabl
es.co.uk

BATTERIE has an excellent quality of partnership. First of all, each country or region within the
Atlantic Area is represented – Portugal, Spain, France, Ireland, UK. Furthermore the partnership
is triple helix; that is to say that we have partners in the private, public and academic sectors.
The partners have a wealth of expertise in completing transnational transport, energy, smart
technology and regional development projects.

Partners in the project
Full Partners
Action Renewables Ltd

www.actionrenewables.org

terry.waugh@actionrenewables.co.uk

South West College

www.swc.ac.uk

john.harrison@swc.ac.uk

PURE Energy

www.pureenergycentre.com

elizabeth.pure@btconnect.com

EASN

www.easn.eu

rkroon@fier.net

SWRA

www.swra.ie

jforde@swra.ie

Inteli

www.inteli.pt

amontiero@inteli.pt

OesteCIM

www.oestecim.pt

secretarioexecutivo@am-oeste.pt

Esigelec

www.esigelec.fr/irseem

lucie.soulard@esigelec.fr

CEIN SL

www.cein.es

lneito@cein.es

CENER

www.cener.com

ggarcia@cener..com

Denokinn

www.denokinn.eu

jfinez@denokinn.eu

FAEN

www.faen.es

miren@faen.es

ESB

www.esb.ie

senan.mcgrath@esb.ie

Oxford Brookes University

www.brookes.ac.uk

jimcampbell22@aol.com

Associate Partners
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